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SENTIMENT OF A
SMALL & INDEPENDENT
HOTELS ACROSS THE
MEDITERRANEAN

Looking at the room nights booked in the last 3 months. How do these bookings levels
compare to the same period last year?

IMPROVEMENT IN
BOOKING VELOCITY
BUT NOT THERE, YET
BOOKINGS OUTLOOK
Looking back at the peak of the
crisis, in September 2020, a
staggering 95% of the hoteliers
responded that their level of
bookings was worse or much
worse than the year before, and
the trend remained very similar
in December 2020 with 92%
reporting the same. While the
sentiment is not completely
reversed, we have seen a 20pp
drop with 72% of the hoteliers
reporting booking performance
below the previous year and the
remaining 28% saying it’s about
the same or even better.

COUNTRY FOCUS
Drilling down to the individual
countries, we can see great
disparities directly linked to the
local regulations imposed due to
the COVID-19 pandemic
restrictions.
Tunisia
Drilling down to a country level,
Tunisia seems to be recovering
faster than the average, with 60%
of the hoteliers reporting booking
levels close to, or above the
previous year.

The message from our members
is one of cautious optimism as
business slowly returns
Rim Jourdan, CEO The Boutique Vibe

France
In contrast, France seems to be
deep into the red with 90% of the
hoteliers reporting booking below
last year, and Cyprus following
them closely with 83% stating the
same.
.

What’s your outlook for the next 6 months, compared to last year?

LOOKING AHEAD,
A TASTE OF
MEDITERRANEAN
SUMMER IN 2021

While the end of last year found most
hoteliers completely demoralized,
with 71% stating that they forecast a
negative or very negative future, the
small rise in booking in combination
with government action and the
adoption of strong vaccination
policies has somehow reversed the
picture. Merely 43% of the hoteliers
are pessimistic about the coming 6
months (-28pp change) and, for the
first time since the beginning of the
pandemic, 28% of the responders are
seeing a positive or very positive
future.

Once again, drilling down to a
country level we can see the impact
of strong action by governments.
Greek hoteliers are ahead of all
others, with more than half (51%)
forecasting positive or very positive 6
months ahead with Tunisia hoteliers
coming second in optimism (30%).
Once again French hoteliers after
reporting lower booking they also
report a more pessimistic view of the
future with 90% forecasting negative
or very negative performance
followed closely by Italian with 71% on
the same.

WHAT KEEPS
HOTELIERS
AWAKE AT NIGHT?

Soft Global
Economy &
Operation remain
top of the list
Rim Jourdan, CEO The Boutique
Vibe

Operations are consistently the
second biggest pain point for
hoteliers, with 26% of them reporting
that they require even more focus
than before. We took a deep dive
into this and look at how hoteliers
described operations in the last 3
months, compared to the same
period last year.

While 66% of them reported that
operations are worse or much worse
than last year, this is an
improvement compared to last
quarter (-14pp). On the positive side,
almost 1 out of 10 responders
reported that operations are better or
much better than last year –
potentially indicating a step-change
in this area.

For the first time since
the beginning of the
pandemic, the threat of
new trends in hospitality
seems to be concerning
hoteliers as much as it
used to, prior to COVID.
What is your main business concern excluding drop in demand as a result of COVID-19?

The rise of various costs and the
limited power that smaller hotel
owners have when negotiating with
suppliers jumped to 17% - indicating
a further need for hotels to join
communities of like-minded
businesses and compete through
collaboration.

For the first time since the beginning
of the pandemic, the threat of new
trends in accommodation (i.e.
AirBnB) seems to be concerning the
hoteliers (15%) are they are turning
their attention back to how they can
better compete.

Boutique Hotel Live &

Breath Sustainability. It

SUSTAINABILITY

comes naturally to them,
as it's part of their DNA

In complete contrast with
expectation, sustainability
remains at the centre of small,
independent boutique hotels in
the Med sea, with 70% of the
responders reporting the same.

Is sustainability part of your strategy?

What remains an issue is
communication and awareness
for potential travelers who seem
to be unaware of this. The
Boutique Vibe remains committed
to helping hoteliers on this front,
by launching our sustainability
ranking and doing a detailed and
thorough report on every hotel’s
sustainability initiatives we
actively step in to support our
members.

OPTIMISM
TRANSLATES
INTO ACTION

What’s the level of investment planned for the next 6 months to boost your property?

While the COVID19 crisis has pulled
the breaks on investments, with
almost half (45%) of the hoteliers
being unable to commit to any
type of investment, this quarter we
are reporting a spike in plans for
major investments.
14% of the responders (almost 3x
the percentage since the
beginning of the pandemic)
reported that they are planning
some kind of major investment
(worth $ 50,000 or more) – very
much aligned with the stepchange in the booking and
forecasted business performance.

RESPONDING
TO THE CRISIS
WITH
DIFFERENT
TOOLS

While most hotels have to deploy a
set of tough but necessary measures,
including staff reductions (53% of the
responders), additional cost-cutting
(42%), reduction in operating period
(32%) we also see bold and brave
movers, focusing on the day after
and changing their customer focus
(36%), hotel renovation (36%) and
the increasing marketing spend
(19%).

At The Boutique Vibe, we
have been monitoring
hotelier’s response to what
is considered to be the
worst crisis the travel
industry has ever seen,
since day one.

For the first time since the beginning
of the pandemic, we see hoteliers
focusing on upgrading their website
(30%) and investing in new backoffice IT systems (15%) – indicating a
change in marketing and distribution
strategies for small independent
hotels. Hoteliers are using the
opportunity presented by the
pandemic to cut off the shackles that
kept them dependent on large 3rd
party re-sellers and focus more on
facilitating direct bookings.

Once again, The Boutique Vibe is stepping in to facilitate this – starting April
2021 we will be redirecting all bookings for our exclusive hotel partners directly
to their websites, aiming at supporting them better market their product and
reduce the total cost of sales.

RESPONDING
TO THE CRISIS
WITH
DIFFERENT
TOOLS

How do you currently feel in regards to hospitality technology?

THE BOUTIQUE VIBE

ABOUT

THE REPORT
The Boutique Vibe Barometer is
an ongoing assessment of
hoteliers' sentiment across the
Mediterranean.
The survey was answered by 125
small boutique hotels from
Albania, Croatia, Cyprus, France,
Greece, Italy, Malta, Morocco,
Slovenia, Spain, Tunisia, and
Turkey.
Hoteliers were prompted about
their business performance and
concerns in regards to the
COVID-19 pandemic

The Boutique Vibe is the first
collection of small independent
hotels focusing exclusively on the
Mediterranean region.

DO YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS ?

CONTACT US
info@theboutiquevibe.com
www.theboutiquevibe.com

